


Metropolitan thoughts

Back home after a business trip. 
Finally!  Long days spent spinning like a carousel.  

Stressful! But just a dream to turn the key and open the door gives me great pleasure. 
Now I just want to relax in my chair, tasting my favorite 

whisky and have a long rest… 





    

       t the early beginning of 
any interior design project, the most important questions 
are: what style should I choose? What style do I like?
What style will look most beautiful in that space? What 
style will I feel comfortable with? We have a very specific 
idea: combining the comfort and the modern concept 
of Art Déco Style whith a mix of traditional Tuscan Arts, 
to make our home unique.
The Art Déco Style was developed following The First 
World War, to offer people a new style for a new era.
The excitement and optimism of post-war Europe and 
America formed the basis for this glamorous and elegant 
design style. Art Déco furniture is a streamlined design. 
Our furniture is modern and sleek at the same time. 
Upholstery is typical and it gives comfort to the rigid
structural shapes. Art Déco lighting and surfaces, in 
this collection, are generally sleek and clean, in order to 
contrast the more decorative and ornate object.
Mirrors made in metal Silver plated are decorated with 
geometrical shapes.
Mantellassi         is a lifestyle, whilst not for everyone, is 
appreciated by all!

A

Nicola e Roberta Mantellassi
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Structure in aluminum with satined finishing
Mosaic of Calacatta / Emperador marble 
with finishings in satined glass. 
Led back lighting outside covering in
precious Onix col. White.

Covering as seen:
Quilted leather art. Starlight col. Argilla 
cat.950.
Shiny aluminum base.

Made in plywood and MDF, shiny lacquer 
col. Grey.
Top in Calacatta Gold marble.
Shiny aluminum casting columns, stainless
steel details, base finished cod. 315 Silver 
polisher 999.
Front panel in quilted leather art. Starlight 
col. Argilla cat. 950.

Made in plywood and MDF, shiny lacquer 
col. Brown Sepia and top in Onix.
Shiny aluminum casting columns, stainless
steel details, base finished cod. 315
Silver polisher 999.
Front panel in leather art. Nabuk col. Beige 
cat. 950.

Pag. 13Pag. 13

Pag. 18 Pag. 18, 19

Structure in wrought iron with finishing in 
color antiqued Silver/Black and water lilies 
decoration in Murano glass, diamond 
textured  in the following colours: Smoky 
Dark, Smoky Grey, Silk, Silver leaf 
embellished with a crystal ball colour Silver. 
Details and leaves are handmade.

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing.
Available also lacquered or in gold 24K bain.
Crystal pendants and Swarovski ferrule
manually joined on each chain.

Pag. 13, 17

Pag. 18

The bas-relief depicts the famous palace 
where the architect Nicola Savi has designed 
and built the famous Trevi fountain.
Made in MDF wood carved with high 
technology, hand finished and coated with 
Silver leaf.
Also available for customized boiseries.

Pag. 12, 13

17
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J’Adore J’Adore

StoolBar Counter

Backlighted bar shelves and bar counter Chandelier bar

Foscarina

Lolita

Chandelier

Standing lamp

Bas-relief of palazzo Conti di Poli
Bas-Relief
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Covering as seen:
Structure and base: quilted leather art. 
Starlight col. Mouse cat. 950.
Seat and backrest: leather art. Starlight col. 
Mouse cat. 950.
Optional scatter cushions.
Metal parts finishing: cod. 315 - Silver 
polished 999.
Wooden armrest finishing, shiny lacquer 
col. Grey.

Pag. 25~29

J’Adore
3 seater sofa
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Chrome metal Arabesque leaves structure.
Metal column with spheres. 
Shiny lacquer col. Mother of Pearl.

Pag. 21, 41, 44

Made in plywood and MDF, shiny lacquer 
col. Brown Sepia.
Top in marble Oliver Brown.
Shiny aluminum casting columns, stainless 
steel details, mirror outside all the way around.

Pag. 21

Covering as seen:
Leather Nabuk col. Canapa cat. 950
and leather Nabuk color Fango cat. 950.
Stainless steel base.

Pag. 20

Cellini
Abat - jour

J’Adore
Desk

22 24

J’Adore
Desk chair
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Covering as seen:
Structure and base: quilted leather art. Starlight col. Mouse cat. 950.

Seat and backrest: leather art. Starlight col. Mouse cat. 950.
Optional scatter cushions.

Metal parts finishing: cod. 315 - silver polished 999.
Wooden armrest finishing, shiny lacquer col. Grey.

Pag. 30~33

31

J’Adore
2 seater sofa
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Made in plywood and MDF.
Shiny lacquer col. Pearl White. 
Calacatta marble top.
Shiny aluminum and walnut Canaletto 
legs and details.

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing.
Crystal pendants and manually stringed 
crystal.

Made in plywood and MDF.
Shiny lacquer col. Pearl White. 
Calacatta marble top.
Shiny aluminum and walnut Canaletto 
legs and details.
Ox horn details over the legs.

Pag. 37, 40~45

Pag. 37, 54, 55

Pag. 35~37

3534

Lalique

Primula

Lalique

Coffee table

Chandelier

Tv holder
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Pag. 39, 41, 83, 113

Structure in aluminium with satined finishing.
Lampshade in handmade fretworked leather.
Base and inserts in Calacatta / Emperador
marble.

Structure in aluminium with satined finishing.
Lampshade in handmade fretworked leather.
Base and inserts in Calacatta / 
Emperador marble.

Pag. 37, 43

3938

J’Adore
Abat jour

J’Adore
Standing lamp
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Covering as seen:
Structure and armrest: leather art. Nabuk 
col. Fango cat. 950.
Seat and backrest: fabric art. Nirvana col. 
Lino cat. Deluxe.
Optional scatter cushions.
Wood parts finishing: shiny lacquer col. 
Pearl/White.
Metal parts finishing: cod. 325 - Antique 
Silver 999.

Pag. 43~46

Top in Emperador marble.
Drawers finishing shiny laquer col. Brown.
Structure finishing shiny lacquer col. White  
Pearl.
Accessories in Chromed aluminium.

Pag. 41

Covering as seen:
Structure and armrest: leather art. Nabuk 
col. Fango cat. 950.
Seat and backrest: fabric art. Nirvana col. 
Lino cat. Deluxe.
Optional scatter cushions.
Wood parts finishing: shiny lacquer col. 
Pearl/White.
Metal parts finishing: cod. 325 - Antique 
Silver 999.

Pag. 40

Pag. 21, 41, 44

Chrome metal Arabesque leaves structure.
Metal column with spheres.
Shiny lacquer col. Mother of Pearl.

42

Cellini

J’Adore

Abat jour

3 seater sofa

J’Adore
Tv holder

J’Adore
Armchair
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Pag. 47~51

Pag. 47, 49, 161

Structure glossy lacquer col. Sand.
The top and the lower drawers padded with 
embossed leather.
The upper drawers are covered with a 
satinated plate brass.

Boiserie decor  with leather printed cachemire.

Nuvola

Boiserie

Tv holder
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Structure in wrought iron with finishing.
Antiqued gold leaf and waterlily in Murano 
glass.

Pag. 53, 54, 83, 174, 186, 204

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing.
Crystal pendants and manually made 
stringed crystal.

Pag. 37, 54, 55

53

Chiaraluna
Modular wall chandelier

Primula
Chandelier
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Short Story



 

 t was in 1979 that Nicola met Roberta.
They immediately joined their young talents 
and skills to add an edge to the already famous
MANTELLASSI company, with the goal to 
create a collection of contemporary furniture 
styles that will rapidly be world recognized and 
distributed.
Most of their work was on the materials, leather
and fabrics overall, which they started to mix in
a really unique way.
The synergy and shared enthusiasm will become 
the essential values of the company and attract 
new talents and high standard competencies, 
being in one of the most famous districts of 
fashion in the world, Florence.
They mastering of various fields in design, and 
highlighting was given to ancestral know - 
how cleverly guided by an acute technicality.
To achieve this, the two creators of the new 
MANTELLASSI worldwide brand surrounded
themselves with the best artists in the area, 
especially from the tanneries and the mills. 
This team was bringing out a different revolution 
in the way to make a piece of furniture.
Today, the interior designers, the architects 
and distributors are giving a contribute to the
high reputation of the brand, promoting the 
soul of this label: the choice selection of 
the materials, in any feature, quality, colors,
durability and nobility. 
More than a collection, more than a style, the 
MANTELLASSI brand conveys a stylish art of 
living tinged with a great sumptuousness, 
made of timeless models with impeccable 
finishing.

59

Materials

Short Story
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nique, extraordinarily beautiful
pieces which MANTELLASSI seeks tirelessly 
throughout the world.
Incomparable creations that are the result of a 
passion handed down through the generations, 
and of quality pursued with determination, 
through rigorous controls performed during 
the entire processing cycle.  
Mantellassi is the skilled craftsman that takes 
what belongs to nature and transforms it into 
a fine, elegant masterpiece. 
Synonymous with unique, sophisticated, luminous 
surfaces, it is the heart that gives new life to 
the original material.
This collection of inspiring items reveals new 
ways you can use style and originality to decorate
the home, the office, hotels, restaurants. 
Stunning settings take you on an extraordinary,
unique journey that ignites the imagination.

61

Precious stones
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  antellassi unveiled FLAIR as a total project where comfort and functionality are indissolubly blinded to the glamour world.
There is great feel of surprise, with the goal of the stakeholder, which constantly measures against new targets that seemed to be impossible 
some years ago.
More than a furniture collection FLAIR is a lifestyle, a way of existing, a unique connection between the business demand  and the introspective 
and dreamlike world of our own being, expressed trough the language of design. The last achievement is the use of the metals and lighting.
In the past furniture was dark, sad, without life. What we did is really a new genesis, a Big Bang which release innovative design and function.
A work of supreme mastery: matching metal and wood, marble and precious leather.

Making gently padded poly material objects.
Great architecture blends design and function. 
The ample and embracing products are 
interrupted frequently by geometric bas-
reliefs where stitching, carving and other
decoration are floating together.
Metals  in FLAIR  are never rude, but always 

feminine lines that naturally bring together the 
past and the contemporary. 
The general atmosphere is a refined and 
evocative, which shroud all the things, sounds 
soften and life unfolds into a dream.  
FLAIR  show you a  grand tour of enchanted 
buildings, wonderful skylines  and magnificent 

metropolitan mansions in the most dynamic 
yet beautiful cities in the world.

Short Story

M

Metallic Lighting
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Covering as seen:
High armrest and half part of the backrest: 

leather art. Nuvola col. Testa di Moro cat. 800.
Seat, half bottom part of the armrest and bottom half part of the backrest:

leather art. Perlato col. Segale category 950.
Bases lacquered and decorated with frames in satined brass. 

Decorative elements in satined brass and two rear libraries with walnut shelves.
Structure in satined brass and crystals/glasses col. Smoke.

Corner cabinet in Canaletto walnut with frame in satined brass 
with drawer and handle customized M1926.

Magazines holder  in extra-clear crystal with logo. 
Optional scatter cushions.

Pag. 65~76

Adone deep
Sofa collection ~ bookcase version
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Covering as seen:
High armrest and half part of the backrest: 
leather art. Nuvola col. Testa di Moro 
cat. 800.
Seat, half bottom part of the armrest and 
bottom half part of the backrest: 
leather art. Perlato col. Segale category 950.
Bases lacquered and decorated with frames 
in satined brass.

3 seater sofa
Adone

78 73
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Upper part in plywood covered in leather
art. Nuvola col. Testa di Moro cat. 800 with 
a removable cushion in fabric.
Bases lacquered and decorated with frames 
in satined brass.

79

Adone
Doggy bed



Covering as seen:
Leather art. Nuvola col. Noisette cat. 800.
Feet finishing: laquered matching to the 
leather.

Pag. 86, 87, 174

Covering as seen:
Leather art. Nuvola col. Visone cat. 800.
Legs finishing: laquered matching to the 
leather.
Optional scatter cushions.

Pag. 83

81

Nuvola
Armchair

Nuvola
3 seater sofa
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Structure finishing: cod. 205 - Antique 
Silver leaf.
Feet and handles finishing: cod. 325 - 
Antique Silver 999.
Top in Breccia Daino marble.

Pag. 83

Structure shiny lacquer col. Mother of Pearl 
and extra transparent glass.
Structure in Canaletto walnut and handles 
in fusion of aluminium col. Chrome.

Pag. 82, 151, 174

Structure in aluminium with satined finishing.
Lampshade in handmade fretworked leather.
Base and inserts in Calacatta /Emperador 
marble.

Pag. 39, 41, 83, 113

Shiny lacquer col. Pearl/White with Calacatta 
marble central insert.
Feet in Chromed aluminium and shining steel 
inserts.

Pag. 37, 40~45

Double top in Calacatta Gold marble with 
profiles in shining steel.
Cast aluminium legs Chrome finishing.

Pag. 83

Chrome metal Arabesque leaves.
Structure: metal column with spheres, 
Mother-Pearl finishing.

Pag. 82, 173, 177

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing
and crystal pendants.

Structure finishing: Antiqued Silver 999.
Bevelled mirrors: perimetral col. Bronze,
central col. White.

Pag. 83, 92

Pag. 83, 92, 115, 125, 127

Structure in wrought iron with finishing.
Antiqued gold leaf and waterlily in Murano 
glass.

Pag. 53, 54, 83, 174, 186, 204

85

Cellini

Scintilla

Ola

J’Adore

Standing lamp

Applique

Mirror

Consolle
Lalique

Leopolda

Coffee table

Vetrine 

Lalique
Square lamp table

J’Adore
Abat jour

Chiaraluna
Modular wall chandelier



Top and base in Emperador marble.
Base finishing: cod. 205 - 

Antiqued Silver leaf.

Pag. 87, 93

8786

Nuvola
Lamp table



Base finishing:
Code 205 - Antiqued Silver leaf.
Top in Breccia Daino and Emperador Dark 
marble.

89

Nuvola
Coffee table



Structure of poplar plywood, shiny laquer 
col. Sand.
Box spring and headboard in quilted leather 
art. Quarzo col. Seppia cat. 950.
Optional scatter cushions.
Quilt optional.

Pag. 92~95

Covering as seen:
Leather art. Starlight col. Cielo cat. 950.
Optional scatter cushions.
Feet finishing: laquered matching to 
the leather.

Pag. 92~94

Structure of poplar plywood, covered with 
sheet brass and Canaletto walnut.
Frame in shiny lacquer col. Sand.
The top in bronzed mirror.

Pag. 91, 92

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing, 
available also lacquered or in 24K Gold bain.
Crystal pendants and Swarovski ferrule 
manually joined on each chain.

Pag. 91, 92

91

Dusola
Bed

Nuvola
Armchair

Dusola
Bed side table

Lolita
Abat jour
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Metal Bronze basement.
Technical fabric body and artificial pearls.
Decoration belt included.

Covering as seen:
Leather art. Nashville col. Brown cat. 950.
Legs in shiny lacquer wood col. Sand.

Covering as seen:
Leather art. Starlight col. Cielo cat. 950.
Bevelled mirrors col. Bronze.

Structure shiny lacquer col. Sand.
Finishing of wavy profiles: Antiqued 
Silver 999.
Bevelled mirrors col. Bronze.
Leather art. Nashville col. Sabbia cat. 950.

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing,
available also lacquered or in 24 k Gold bain.
Crystal pendants and Swarovski ferrule
manually joined on each chain.

Pag. 96, 188, 189 Pag. 94

Pag. 92, 95 Pag. 92, 125~128, 137

Pag. 94, 112, 115, 136, 137

Drawers covered in leather art. Nashville col. 
Tortora cat. 950 and leather art. Nashville 
intrecciato col. Tortora cat. 950.
Frame in shiny lacquer col. Turtledove.

Pag. 94, 130, 132

97

Silhouette Lady D

Ola Ola

Lolita

Standing lamp Bed bench

Dresser footstool Dresser

Chandelier

Ola
Chest of 7 drawers
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Covering as seen:
Structure in leather art. Intrecciato col. Sabbia cat. 950.

Armrests in leather art. Intrecciato col. Sabbia and Nashville 
col. Sabbia cat. 950.

Seat and backrest in leather art. Nashville col. Sabbia cat. 950 
with contrasting stichings col. Tortora cat. 950.

Optional scatter cushions.
Base and bars steel.

Pag. 98~101

Ola
3 seater sofa
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inside wallpaper

Hand made

103

Short Story
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        ANTELLASSI, as said 
before, is leader in the ingenuity of 
the hand, man’s ability, tradition and 
savoir faire. 
We invest most of our budget and 
time to train our people in this artistic
adventure. 
One of the most famous techniques 
is the tufting system, that we call 
capitonné.
The surface is molded by man, and the 
perfect material to do it is the leather.
To enhance the sensory pleasure of 
natural leather, Mantellassi has developed 
exclusive processes based on twenty
different production phases, over double
the number normally used in the 
leather for furnishing segment. 
The Mantellassi  leather tanning processes 
are exclusively combined with chrome 
treatments, which guarantee greater 
chemical and biological stability, to 
preserve the softness and flexibility of 
the leathers. Selected and produced 
by the finest quality Italian tanneries, 
Mantellassi  leather is only “admitted” 
to the production process after it has 
passed a series of tests in the Mantellassi  
laboratories: from sensory tests to 
evaluate its hand, touch, colour,
appearance and choice, to physical 
and mechanical tests that guarantee 
its impermeability, breathability and
resistance to rubbing and stains.

Short Story

Capitonnè

M



he HAND: nineteen muscles and
twenty six bones join together and concentrate
on a surface sixty times smaller than the rest
of the body.
A marvel that sets man apart as a machine of 
unreachable complexity. 
Two, twelve, a hundred hands of excellent
capabilities. 
There is the most sophisticated technology in
the mind of these people.
In MANTELLASSI TEAM’S HANDS. 
With our hands we have made a pact, joined
our skills into a performed company.
People and company has only one soul. 
We have created and we will proceed making
only masterpiece by hand.
Rough intelligent, expert and perceptive hands
use to molding different wooden materials into
essence, mounting precious glass and stones,
shaping iron and designing it with lights.

106

The hand
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Pag. 112~115

Covering as seen: 
Headboard in velvet art. Teddy Bear col.
Sabbia cat. Maxi and leather art. Cerbero col. 
Sabbia cat. 950.
Bedframe in leather art. Cerbero col. Sabbia 
cat. 950 and col. shiny lacqued col. Sand.
Bars in satined aluminium with matching 
satined nails.
Optional quilt with Mantellassi brand and 
scatter cushions.

Covering as seen: 
Alternated bands in fabric Teddy Bear col. 
Sabbia cat. Maxi and Teddy Bear trapuntato 
col. Sabbia cat. Maxi.
Shiny lacquer col. Sand.
Bevelled mirrors col. Bronze.

Pag. 117

Structure in metal with Crhome finishing,
available also lacquered or in 24 k Gold bain.
Crystal pendants and Swarovski ferrule
manually joined on each chain.

Structure in aluminium with satined finishing.
Mosaic of Calacatta / Emperador marble.
Led backlighing.

Structure in aluminium with satined finishing.
Lampshade in handmade fretworked leather.
Base and inserts in Calacatta / Emperador marble.

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing,
available also lacquered or in 24 k Gold bain.
Crystal pendants and Swarovski ferrule
manually joined on each chain.

Pag. 115, 125, 127, 185

Pag. 113, 114, 125, 127, 137

Pag. 39, 41, 83, 113Pag. 94, 112, 115, 136, 137

Pag. 112~119

Boiserie decor with ton sur ton inlay.

Drawers covered in leather art. Cerbero 
col. Sabbia cat. 950.
Frame shiny lacquer col. Sand.

Pag. 119

Ola
Bed

Lolita

J’Adore

J’AdoreLolita

Applique

Applique

Abat jourChandelier
Ola
Bed bench

Boiserie

Ola
Chest of drawers
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Covering as seen:
Leather art. Nashville col. Tortora cat. 950.

Drawers covered in leather art. Nashville 
col. Sabbia cat. 950.
Frame in shiny lacquer col. Sabbia.

Covering as seen:
Leather art. Nashville col. Tortora cat. 950.
Legs shiny lacquer col. Sand.

Pag. 122

Pag. 122Pag. 121

Valery

OlaLa Perla

Mirror

Chest of 7 drawersFootstool

120 122
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Structure shiny lacquer col. Sand.
Finishing of wavy profiles:
Antiqued Silver 999.
Bevelled mirrors col. Bronze.
Leather art.  Nashville col. Sabbia cat. 950.

Covering as seen:
Alternated bands in fabric art. Teddy Bear col. 
Sabbia cat. Maxi and teddy Bear Trapuntato 
col. Sabbia cat. Maxi.
Shiny lacquered col. Sand.
Bevelled mirrors col. Bronze.

Covering as seen:
Fabric art. Teddy Bear col. Sabbia cat. Maxi.
Legs shiny lacquer col. Sand.

Structure in aluminium with satined finishing.
Mosaic of Calacatta / Emperador marble.
Led backlighing.

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing, 
available also lacquered or in 24K Gold bain.
Crystal pendants and Swarovski ferrule
mannually joined on each chain.

Pag. 92, 125~128, 137

Pag. 125, 127, 137

Pag. 113, 115, 127, 132, 137

Pag. 113, 114, 125, 127, 137 Pag. 115, 125, 127, 185Pag. 83, 92, 115, 125, 127

Finishing of the structure: 
less Antiqued Silver  999.
Bevelled mirrors col. Bronze,
central mirror col. White.

Pag. 114, 123, 125

Frontal part of the drawers covered in leather
Art. Nashville col. Sabbia cat. 950 and leather 
art. Intrecciato col. Sabbia cat. 950.
Frame shiny lacquer col. Sand.

127126

Ola La Perla

J’Adore Lolita

Dresser Footstool

Applique Applique
Ola
Mirror

Ola
Bed side table

Ola
Dresser footstool
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Drawers covered in leather art. Nashville col. 
Tortora cat. 950 and leather art. Nashville 
Intrecciato col. Tortora cat. 950.
Frame in shiny lacquer col. Turtledove.

Pag. 94, 130, 132

131

Ola
Chest of 7 drawers
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Bevelled mirrors col. Bronze, frames in 
Antiqued Chrome.
Wooden frame shiny lacquer col. Sand.

Pag. 135

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing,
available also lacquered or in 24K Gold bain.
Crystal pendants and Swarovski ferrule
manually joined on each chain.

Pag. 94, 112, 115, 139, 137

Chrome metal structure.
Cascade pendants in crystal and Swarovski 
ferrule manually joined.

Pag. 138, 174

135

Ola
Coffee table

Lolita
Chandelier

Amarilla
Chandelier
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Structure in polished walnut, steel finishing
in Gold plated, insert top and legs leather

with Galuchat texture.
Top in leather art. Razza col. Bianco cat.950,
little top for the feet and perimetral band in 

shiny golden metal.

Pag. 142~146, 151

Michelangelo
Dining table

143



Pag. 145~148, 151

Boiserie decor with leather printed Galuchat.Structure in Canaletto walnut.
Leather art. Nuvola col. Testa di Moro 
cat. 800.
Finishing in Gold-plated brass.

Structure in Canaletto walnut.
Leather art. Nashville col. Sabbia cat. 950.
Finishing in Gold-plated brass.

Pag. 142~146, 151

Pag. 142, 146, 151

147

BoiserieMichelangelo

Michelangelo

Dining chair

High chair
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Structure in Canaletto walnut with shiny
lacquer col. Mother of Pearl.
Top and frontal panels in leather art. Razza 
col. Bianco cat. 950.
Base in shiny iron.

Pag. 148

Leopolda
Buffet



Structure shiny lacquer col. Mother of Pearl 
and extra transparent glass.
Structure and wooden spheres in Canaletto 
walnut and handles in fusion of aluminium 
col. Chrome.

Pag. 82, 151, 174

Structure in multilayer.
Carvings in lime wood.

Pag. 153

Structure in wrought iron with finishing in 
color Antiqued Silver/Black and water lilies 
decoration in Murano glass, diamond
textured  in the following colours: Smoky 
Dark, Smoky Grey, Silk, Silver leaf 
embellished with a crystal ball colour Silver.
Details and leaves are handmade.

Pag. 143, 146, 153

150

Leopolda
Vetrine

Ghirigoro
Mirror

Foscarina
Applique
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inside wallpaper

Boiserie
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Short Story
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     he boiserie has always been synonymous with luxury, power and grandeur in the world.
It embodies the desire to be surrounded by the charming creativity of our Italian Architects, who create and study opulent yet functional 
furnishings, offering a complete turnkey service: amazing boiserie coverings, kitchens, doors and tailor-made furniture, splendid floorings, beautiful 
plaster decorations, majestic combinations of textile  accessories as curtains and carpets.  
Everything that is needed to make a residence magnificent and sumptuous. 
Mantellassi  has always furnished the fabulous houses of the  wealthiest and most demanding clients.
All Mantellassi ’s creations are exclusively made on personal projects, the customer here can express  wishes which can become true, feeling 
pampered and accompanied in the path that sees him as the sole and unique protagonist. Mantellassi’s strength is its dynamic staff, with 
experienced  know-how in custom-made furniture production, and a working method that ensures that all the process phases are carefully 
carried out, from the design to the production and dispatch, assuring on-site assistance throughout the whole construction of the building

as well as the final assembly.
Our creations are entirely hand-finished by
skilled artisans. 
There are several manual steps to make the 
finishing give texture and volume to our creations.
Each customer chooses his personal color 
and type of finishing, from simple lacquering,
to precious leathers, to quilted surfaces, 
to special patina treatments and tempera 
finishes, even antiqued, with different kinds

of gilding and silvering.
Making a piece of furniture really valuable  is 
thanks to unmatchable painted decorations,
shaped   by the expert hands of our professional
painters and decorators.
Every detail is meticulously handled as an 
exclusive piece of art. Here the furniture comes 
to life and is made precious to blend in perfect 
harmony with the atmosphere that surrounds it.

Short Story

T
Boiserie
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 o complete our turnkey service,
our team of highly qualified technicians is 
available for the last and most important 
phase of our work: the assembling. 
It is only with a good fitting that you will get
 the best results.
We send our staff wherever they are  needed 
in order to excellently complete our supplies.

            ur architects are always 
available for any assistance required on site,
from the first phase of construction of the
residence throughout the entire duration of the
works, from the initial survey to the final 
assembly stage.

Short Story

Final Assembling

Survey Measurements

T

O



Boiserie decor  with leather printed cashmere.

161

Boiserie
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Structure in Chromed steel  and top in 
Goatskin with transparent shining resin.

Structure in Chromed steel and top in
Goatskin with transparent shining resin.

Pag. 167

Pag. 169

Structure in Chromed steel  col. Gold and 
top in mirror.

Pag. 164

165164

Scarlett

Scarlett

Coffee table

Lamp table

Scarlett
Lamp table
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Backrest in fabric art. Signoria col. 
chocolate cat. Deluxe.
Seat art. Mousse cat. Mn with ”optical”
embroidered.
Legs finishing: cod. 325 - Antiqued 
Silver 999.

Pag. 170~177

Chrome metal structure.
Cascade pendants in crystal and Swarovski 
ferrule manually joined.

Pag. 138, 174

Chrome metal Arabesque leaves structure.
Metal culumn with spheres.
Mother - Pearl finishing.

Pag. 82, 173, 177

Covering as seen:
Backrest in fabric art. Signoria col. 
chocolate cat. Deluxe.
Seat art. Mousse cat. Mn with ”optical”
embroidered.
Legs finishing: cod. 325 - Antiqued 
Silver 999. 

Structure in hand-cerved beech wood.
Finishing: cod. 325 – Antique Silver 999.

Pag. 170~177 Pag. 173, 177

Covering as seen:
Leather art. Nuvola col. Noisette cat. 800.
Feet finishing: laquered matching to the 
leather.

Pag. 86, 87, 174

Inlay top with “optical” texture.
Structure in Canaletto walnut with finishing
transparent mat.

Pag. 170~177

Structure shiny lacquer col. Mother of Pearl 
and extra transparent glass.
Structure and wooden spheres in Canaletto 
walnut and handles in fusion of aluminium 
col. Chrome.

Pag. 82, 151, 174

Structure in wrought iron with finishing
Antiqued Gold leaf and waterlily in 
Murano Glass.

Pag. 53, 54, 83, 174, 186, 204
Dining table
Tullio Leopolda

Vetrine
Chiaraluna
Modular wall chandelier

High chair Chest or drawers
Tullio MerlettoNuvola

Armchair

Dining chair
Tullio Amarilla

Chandelier
Cellini
Standing lamp

172 174
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Covering as seen:
Leather art. Nuvola col. Antracite cat. 800.
Armrest finishing : cod. 410 - Ciliegio.

Pag. 178, 179

Pag. 179, 185, 188, 189

Quilted Boiserie.

178

Tango
Armchair

Boiserie



Covering as seen:
Fabric art. Aston col. Bordeaux cat. Extra.
Castign Bronze structure with 24K Gold 
finishing.
Wooden base with Gold leaf finishing.

Covering as seen:
Leather art. Nuvola col. Ciliegia cat. 800.
Castign Bronze structure with 24K Gold 
finishing.
Wooden base with Gold leaf finishing.

Pag.180~181 Pag. 182, 183

Chandelier consisting of 13 lampshades 
attached to a Chromed metal structure.

Pag. 181

Finishing gold leaf patinated in black glossy.
Double mirror with led lights optional.

Pag. 181

181180

Over

Cellini

Riflesso

Over
Armchair

Chandelier big composition

Mirror

Armchair
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Covering as seen:
Fabric art. Maku col. Bordeaux cat. Deluxe.
Finishing: cod. 760 - Sniny lacquer 
col. Burgundy.
Optional scatter cushions.

Covering as seen:
Fabric art. Maku col. Bordeaux cat. Deluxe.
Finishing: cod. 760 - Shiny lacquer 
col. Burgundy.

Covering as seen:
Back: fabric art. Signoria col. Bordeaux 
cat. Deluxe.
Structure and seat: art. Peacock col. 
Bordeaux cat. Deluxe.
Finishing: cod. 760 - Sniny lacquer 
col. Burgundy.
Optional scatter cushions.

Pag. 186 Pag. 186~189    Pag. 185

Structure in wrought iron with finishing
Antiqued Gold leaf and waterlily in 
Murano Glass.

Finishing: cod. 760 - Shiny lacquer 
col. Burgundy.
Top with parchment insert.

Finishing: cod. 760 - Shiny lacquer 
col. Burgundy.
Top with parchment insert.

Pag. 53, 54, 83, 174, 186, 204Pag. 186 Pag. 187

Metal Bronze basement.
Technical fabric body and artificial pearls.
Decoration belt included.

Structure in metal with Chrome finishing,
available also lacquered or in Gold bain.
Crystal pendants and Swarovski ferrule
mannually joined on each chain.

Structure in polished walnut, steel finishing
in Gold plated, insert top and legs leather 
with Galuchat texture.
Top in leather art. Razza col. Bianco cat.950.
Little top for the feet and perimetral band in 
shiny Golden metal.

Pag. 187

Boiserie decor with bevelled mirror smoked 
effect.

Pag. 96, 188, 189Pag. 115, 125, 127, 185 Pag. 185

185184

Vanesio Vanesio
3 seater sofa Armchair

ChiaralunaVanesio Vanesio

SilhouetteLolita Michelangelo

Vanesio

Modular wall chandelierCoffee table Lamp table

Standing lampApplique Desk

Chair

Boiserie
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Covering as seen:
Leather art. Chianti col. Bianco cat. 600.
Piping in leather art. Chianti col. Nero
cat. 600.
Optional scatter cushions.
Bolsters included.
Chrome steel legs.

Pag. 191

Covering as seen:
Leather art. Chianti col. Bianco cat.600.
Piping in leather art. Chianti col. Nero 
cat.600.
Optional quilt and scatter cushions.
Bolsters included.
Chrome steel legs.

Pag. 192

191

Hope blu

Taylor Burton

Bed

4 seater sofa
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Covering as seen:
Fabric art. Zelig col. Blu cat. Maxi.
Piping in Leather art. Nuvola col. Ostrica 
cat. 800.

Pag. 194~197

Covering as seen:
Seat and backrest: Fabric art. Zelig col. Blu 
cat. Maxi.
Base covered in Leather art. Nuvola col. 
Ostrica cat. 800, crocodile printed.
Optional scatter cushions.

Pag. 194~197

Nomade
Panoramic sofa

Nomade
Footstool
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Iron table, plasma cut and folded
finishing: cod. 315 - Silver polished 999.
Optional inside led lighting.

Iron table, plasma cut and folded
finishing: cod. 315 - Silver polished 999.
Optional inside led lighting.

Pag. 199

Pag. 198

198

Macramè

Macramè

Lamp table

Coffee table
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Bespoke projects

inside wallpaper

201

Short Story



stablished 1926, MANTELLASSI 
is credited with the creation of the statemen
luxury residences among the best addresses
in the world.
 The focus was initially in the living room, 
where the use of classical decoration elements, 
a different comfort along with the most
sophisticated fabrics and leathers, surrounded 
by fine inlayd panelling, changed forever the 
way the World viewed the room traditionally 
reserved just for “story telling”, and once 
trasformed, promoting and adopting the use 
of the tv screen in this area, it became a 
grand space for entertaining and for family life
at the heart of every luxury home. 
 Today the Neobaroque and 
Decoglam MANTELLASSI styles take the 
mood seamlessy from statemen living room
troughout every room breating an air of 
harmony trough the interiors of luxury estates 
worldwide.

203

Short Story

E

Bespoke projects

Ola
Collection



 he new FLAIR range from the
MANTELLASSI Casa Gioiello collection, is 
based upon geometric linear principles with 
clean lines and an inclusion of ART DECO’
elements.
The design strongly contrast with the ornate 
and embellished style of the ECLECTIQUE
Collection, keeping only the brand’s vision.

205

Chiaraluna
Modular wall chandelier

Ola
Bar counter

T

Short Story



   ANTELLASSI CEO, Mr. Nicola Mantellassi 
commented at the grand opening of the Beijng monobrand store, 
where the FLAIR collection was shown as preview “This is a wonderful 
opportunity for the company”.
MANTELLASSI IS A BRAND THAT HAS REMAINED TRUE to the the
genuine markers of a luxury brand with unsurpassed quality,
craftmanship, uniqueness and creativity.
The BRAND is unapologetically ITALIAN, heraldic, opulent and committed 
to produce the absolute best in its field.
Today luxury consumer is looking for products and experienced that are 
truly unique and genuine crafted.
The potential to grow by remaining firmly committed to the values of true 
luxury and our position at a very top of the market is IMMENSE.
Building on MANTELLASSI heritage and ethos of designing the best of 
Italian Luxury, injecting a continuos investment in human resources, is 
what will fuel that growth.
IT’S UNIQUE BRAND I’M HONOURED TO BE LEADING. 
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Short Story

M

Nicola Mantellassi



Honk Kong Hotel

209

Nuvola
3 seater sofa



Fashion photo session
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Nuvola
3 seater sofa



Dubai Hotel Suite

213

Nomade



ANTELLASSI designers work closely with the Interior 
Designer’s client to elicit the way that really wish their home to look and 
help visualize the perfect space, to enhance your lifestyle and home,
with the aid of the ultimate technology.
Every aspect of the project is handled by MANTELLASSI expert team, 
including building works and final decorations to ensure a quick and 
seamless process.

215214

Short Story

M

MANTELLASSI  has been compelled by client’s
demand to provide a bespoke design service from 
every room troughout the home, the boutique
hotels, the yachts and so on, including media
rooms, home cinema, games room, bars,...
These commissions are carried outwith all the 
enthusiasm, care and originality that clients have
come to expect from MANTELLASSI.




